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FOR LEUCOS USA - INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

 A1 03. Sep. 03

Revised One installer Save instructionsEnclosed

 WARNING: -  Disconnect power before installation.                                        
- Install in accordance with the national an local electrical codes.                                                                                       
- Follow directions carefully to avoid  scratching the glass diffuser.

1.  Fig. 1 Run supply wires from standard junction box through center of plate 
"A" and mount plate "A" to J-box.

2.  Fig.1- 2 Run supply from socket assembly "D" and into glass diffuser "C" 
and out through wire hole in glass, through rubber O - rings  "Z" on 
cable, up through canopy "B" and through wire clamp "X".

3.  Fig. 3 Loosen set screw "H" (with 1.5mm hex wrench provided) allowing 
canopy "B" to slide freely on cable.

4.  Fig. 4- 5- 6 Attach socket assembly "D" to cable by clipping hanger spring 
"F" into holes "L" in top of socket assembly "D".

5.  Fig. 2 Making sure fixture is supported, loosen cable grip thumb nut "S". 
Grab cable and feed up through cable grip until fixture is at desired 
suspension lenght. Then tighten cable grip thumb nut "S".

6.  Adjust wire length to desired look and adjust rubber 0-rings "Z"along cable.
7.  Cut off excess wire and cable making sure to leave enough cable for minor  

adjustments and enough wire to make electrical connections. Then make 
wire connections and move connections up into junction box.

8.  Tighten wire clamp "X" and slide canopy "B" to ceiling and tighten set 
screw "H".

9. Install lamp provided.

10.Restore Power.

FOR U.S.A. MARKET ONLY:

max 1x40W - 120V - E14 HI - SPOT

Do not use halogen lamps.
FOR USA MARKET ONLY       CIRCUIT DIAGRAM:

MOUNTS TO STANDARD IUNCTION BOX

WHITE NEUTRAL

BLACK PHASE

GREEN-YELLOW
BARE COPPER WIRE

Ground

For additional information or replacement lamp
please contact your local  dealer or 

LEUCOS U.S.A. at: 
tel. (732) 225-0010  fax (732) 225-0250 
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